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Da Grammar in progress
Present simple
Past simple
Stative and dynamic verbs
Used to
Zero, First, Second, Third conditional
Articles (the, a, an, 0 article)
Relative clauses
Time clauses
Defining and non-defining clauses
Future (will, be going to, present continuous, present simple)
Present perfect simple (how long-since-for) and continuous
Future perfect and future continuous
Must, may, might, could
Should, ought to, had better
Past perfect
Reported speech

Da Focus Ahead Intermediate:
UNIT 0:
Quantifiers and Present Perfect
UNIT 1: LOOKS
Vocabulary: appearance, personality, clothes
Grammar: Dynamic and state verbs, Present perfect continuous
Listening and Reading: a radio program about friendship, an article about genes
Speaking: talking about a photo

UNIT 2: KEEP FIT
Vocabulary: sports, people in sport, sport collocations
Grammar: narrative tenses, verb patterns
Listening and reading: interviews about role models, an article about a Paralympic athlete
Speaking: asking for and giving an opinion, agreeing and disagreeing
Writing: a description of a past event
UNIT 3: GOING PLACES
Vocabulary: means of transport, travel collocations, wild animals
Grammar: present and past speculation, used to and would
Reading and listening: stories about memorable holidays, people talking about holiday
experiences
Speaking: asking for and giving advice
Writing: a story
UNIT 4: EAT UP
Vocabulary: food, flavors and texture, describing food
Grammar: future time clauses, Future Continuous and Future Perfect
Listening and reading: people talking about their diets, texts about food consumption
Speaking: in a restaurant
UNIT 5:
Vocabulary: geographical features, natural disasters
Grammar: articles (a, an, the), no article, non-defining relative clauses
Listening and Reading: an interview about an eco-school, an article about satellite
technology and the environment
Speaking: expressing and justifying an opinion
UNIT 6: GET WELL
Vocabulary: parts of the body, injuries, health issues
Grammar: Second and third conditional, wish/if only
Listening and Reading: people talking about charity events, a story about a disease
UNIT 7: IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Vocabulary: television, TV shows
Grammar: reported speech
Listening and Reading: people talking about viral videos, an article about blogging
UNIT 8: GOOD CITIZENS
Vocabulary: human qualities
Grammar: the passive, have something done
Listening and Reading: an interview with a young ex-offender, an extract from a novel
Speaking and writing: talking about advantages and disadvantages

Si sono svolti gli esercizi contenuti nel Workbook e Wordstore di Focus Ahead
relativamente alle unità di cui sopra.
Altro: schemi e mappe sulle piattaforme Moodle e MyZanichelli. Video da Youtube
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